
White Overtone Wizard Year
Moon Wavespell

In Lak’ech fellow Time Travelers…

A short story of the creation of Zuvuya.Space:

In the fourth watch on one White Cosmic Mirror day, in the last moments of the Worldbridger Wavespell - the
dream of these handcrafted tribe rings came in. It was as if a lightning bolt had transferred the vivid details to

my HMP - and the original ring designs were sketched out. With them, a fully detailed cosmic syllabus was
delivered on how they each would look and feel energetically. 

The original creative impulse was to spread galactic culture via handcrafted wearables and to deliver the
majestic frequencies of Valum Votan’s life work transmissions into something that could become a Galactic

conversation piece that contains knowledge of the cosmos in physical form.

Here were some of the original murmurings written that 13 Mirror evening:

“For thousands of cycles, we have been adorning body ornaments to offer our cultural and personal imagery a
place to launch in direct sight. When the body adornment or jewelry was noticed by another, the ideographic
nature of the adornment came to life somewhere within the psyche of the viewer, enlivening them back to a

remembrance of their essence.”

Fast forward three-and-a-half 260 spins…

Zuvuya’s 20 handcrafted silver tribe rings speak for themselves. Designed and built from scratch - with love -
using the ancient art of lost wax casting, each with a unique gem that instinctually lends to the tribes’

ideographics and energetics.

The 2 source pattern pendants in this collection were inspired by Votan’s epic tale of interdimensional travel
in his 1988 book Surfers of the Zuvuya. The Interdimensional StarMap pendant reminds us of the Earth’s
relation to the Galactic whole. The SiriusB pendant was inspired after a deep dive into the Rinri Project

Newsletter III “Dreamspell- Sirius Code revealed.” Both of these stunning pendants hold high energetic value.

As many of you well know, “Zuvuya” translates to “the return path back to the stars,” and serves as a Galactic
memory circuit by which all things return back to themselves. Zuvuya connects us both to the future and to

the past through an interdimensional timeline. “Zuvuya” was the only option for the name of this handcrafted
Galactic wearables line, birthed from that lighting bolt inception point. 

In traversing this White Overtone Wizard cycle, may we open the time release treasure of our personal
interdimensional ark - and by doing so, help others to open theirs. 

There is no time better than this moment in Cosmic History to create and spread Galactic Culture, so ride the
Zuvuya with us and support the spread of Galactic Culture by remembering that you are the Galactic artist

that assists in the creation of this new time.
 

We’d like to thank everyone reading this for the depth of work you're doing for yourself and thus, the
planetary healing. You’re an essential part of this grand adventure, and being drawn to this Dreamspell work

connects us all in the greater dream of homoluminocity together.
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ZUVUYA.SPACE 

https://zuvuya.space/shop/ 

With light,
Zuvuya Team
Kin 56 & 189
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